
EUAG 2019-10-08 Meeting notes

Date

08 Oct 2019 

Attendees

LFN Staff   Jim Baker Brandon Wick
Members:               @Serge Manning Brian Freeman Atul Purohit Cecilia Corbi Kodi AtuchukwuLei Huang Rabi Abdel Ryan Hallahan Saad Ullah Sheikh A

 @Javier Gerhmed El Sawaf
Guests:  

Discussion items

Review of ONAP priorities including new input from STC

White paper proposal Atul Purohit

Using the ONAP white paper as a template, Atul suggested a white paper to outline ONAP consumption models
LF volunteered support Brandon Wick
Proposed timeline 

Draft by late Nov/early Dec
Target delivery by DDF/Plugfest mid-January

Target audience
CSP - ops and architects and strategic planners

Maybe answer "Why ONAP" and reference other open source projects (lightly - don't engage other projects needing sign-off on paper) Brandon 
Wick
Consumption model section help Brian Freeman

Also engage  from Bell Canada as they use a subsetMarc-Alexandre Choquette
Contribute to Purpose and service provide experience Cecilia Corbi
Identify the industries challenges Saad Ullah Sheikh

Also consumption models and use cases

CNTT workstreams

4 work streams and EUAG involvement - defer topic to next meeting

Hands-on onboarding of new developers on ONAP by next ONS     20 Apr 2020 Arpit Joshipura Atul Purohit

Suggest 3 videos each 5min or less
How to set up a lab for ONAP
Create wiki/Jira issues/consensus from other PTLs
How to write code, create repos and check in

Feedback
Need to check back with Arpit to make sure topic alignment Atul Purohit
Align with CFP for ONS
Items 2&3 - generic open source guides Brian Freeman
Item 1 - alot of different approaches in the ONAP labs Brian Freeman

Action items

Atul Purohit to post the white paper process and proposed outline for community review/contribution

Jim Baker to form break out calls and help converge contributors and content for whitepaper
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